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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to provide mathematical descriptions of 

several government programs and combinations of these programs that affect 

estimates of net returns for crop enterprises. These descriptions serve as 

useful tools for estimating the returns for different program participation 

scenarios. The descriptions can also be used as a reference for classroom and 

extension education. 

In this report. 12 government program scenarios are described 

mathematically: 

1.) No Commodity Program 

2. ) No Commodity Program with Crop Insurance 

3. ) No Commodity Program with Conservation Reserve Program 

4. ) No Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Conservation Reserve 
Program 

5. ) No Commodity Program with Disaster Aid 

6. ) No Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Disaster Aid 

7.) Commodity Program 

8.) Commodity Program with Crop Insurance 

9.) Commodity Program with Conservation Reserve Program 

10.) Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Conservation Reserve Program 

11.) Commodity Program with Disaster Aid 

12.) Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Disaster Aid 

The equations contained in this report can be used to calculate net returns 

for a single crop enterprise or enterprise combinations that mayor may not be 

enrolled or eligible for government programs. The equations allow net returns 

to be calculated on a cash or total cost basis; total costs include opportunity 
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costs that are required to estimate net returns to management, labor and 

management; or land, labor, and management. 

Equations (1) - (6) describe net returns when the farm enterprises under 

consideration are not enrolled in the government commodity program. Equations 

(7)-(12) characterize net returns when one or more of the farm enterprises is 

enrolled in the government commodity program. Although commodity programs, crop 

insurance, and conservation reserve programs exist each year, disaster aid 

programs are only intermittently available. Equations (5), (6), (11), and (12) 

include adjustments for a disaster aid program, such as the one available in 

1988. 

Prices and parameter values that pertain to the 1988 and 1989 government 

farm program can be found in Tables 1 and 2. Some information is location-

specific (such as crop insurance premium rates) and must be provided by the user. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN THE COMMODITY PROGRAM 

The following six equations are used to estimate net returns when the farm 

operator does not participate in the government commodity program. Equations 

for estimating net returns for non-participation along with the use of crop 

insurance, participation in the conservation reserve program, and a disaster 

assistance program like that available in 1988 are also presented. 

No Commodity Program 

Equation (1) describes the estimation of net returns when no enterprises 

are enrolled in any government program. Net returns are a function of commodity 

prices, yields, grazing value, and cost of production estimates. There is no 

price protection, yield protection, or income supplement in this case. 
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4 4 
(1) ~ NRi 

1=1 
~ {[(Pi * Yi ) - VCi - FC i + GV i ] * PA i } 
i=l 

Where: 
i-1, ... ,4 (1 - wheat, 2 - corn, 3 - grain sorghum, and 4 - soybeans), 

NRi ~ net returns, crop i ($), 

Pi market price, crop i ($/bu.), 

Yi average yield on planted acreage (bu./acre), 

VCi variable costs of production ($/acre), 

FC! fixed costs ($/acre), 

GVi grazing value ($/acre), and 

PAi planted acres, crop i. 

No Commodity Program with Crop Insurance 

Equation (2) describes the option of purchasing crop insurance. The crop 

insurance premium is deducted from gross income along with other production 

costs, because it is a cost of production. If the crop insurance indemnity 

payment is nonnegative, it is added to the returns. 

Traditionally, insurable yields are determined for areas identified by the 

FCIC as having similar soil types, production practices, yields, and crop loss 

histories. Crop yield guarantees are based on the Actual Production History 

(APH) for each producer. Under the APH method, yield guarantees are based on 

actual farm yields when there are three or more years of verifiable records. 

If the manager has 10 or more years of records, the guarantee is based on the 

latest 10-year average yield. Once the insurance yield is established, a yield 

guarantee level and an indemnity price election are selected by the farm manager. 

The yield guarantee levels are currently 50%, 65%, and 75% of APH yield. Yield 
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guarantee levels function as a 50%, 35%, or 25% deductible. If a yield occurs 

that is less than the yield guarantee, then an indemnity payment is paid to the 

farm operator. The indemnity payment is calculated as the difference between 

the yield guarantee and harvested yield multiplied by the indemnity price. 

Premium rates are based on historical yields and the production and loss 

history for the county in which the farm is located. The premium charged depends 

on the amount of coverage purchased (yield guarantee level and indemnity price 

election) and the APH yield level. The cost of crop insurance per acre is 

calculated by mUltiplying the yield guarantee level by the indemnity price 

election and by the premium rate supplied by the FCIC (Barnaby). 

The purpose of crop insurance is to provide protection from production risk. 

It is not intended to provide protection from price risk. The indemnity price 

election is used to value the crop that is lost and does not reflect the value 

lost if market prices are substantially above the price election selected. In 

addition, crop insurance does not provide protection against low prices when the 

actual yield is above the yield guarantee selected. Only when a producer suffers 

a loss in excess of the yield guarantee and market prices are below the indemnity 

price selected does the producer have ·some degree of price protection. 

4 4 
(2) 2: NRi = 2: {[(Pi * Yi ) - VCi - Cl i - FCi + GV i + 

1=1 i=l 

Cl i = crop insurance premium ($/acre), 

where: Cl i 
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IP i commodity indemnity price election ($/bu.) (3 price elections 
available: low, medium, high), 

IYi insurance yield (bu./acre) (10 year average yield based on actual 
production history for insurance or assigned with the assistance 
of the FCIC) , 

LC i level of coverage (3 levels available): 

1) 75% of IYi 
2) 65% of IYt 
3) 50% of IYt , and 

premium rate (set by FCIC). 

No Commodity Program with Conservation Reserve Program 

The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is part of the conservation provision 

of the Food Security Act (Farm Bill) of 1985. The CRP is a voluntary program 

encouraging farmers to establish permanent grass, wildlife cover, or trees on 

highly erodible cropland through 10-year contracts with the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture (USDA). Al though the CRP program is not targeted to provide 

protection from yield or price variability, it can have that effect because a 

guaranteed rental payment is received for not growing crops on the land in the 

CRP. Equation (3) illustrates the impact of CRP payments on net returns. 

Planted acres are reduced in return for a rental payment. 

Annual payments are made over the course of 10 years for CRP acreage based 

on bids submitted and approved by the USDA. These payments fix a portion of the 

operator's gross income at a specific level. The maximum rental payments a 

participant receives under CRP are $50,000 in a given year. However, CRP rental 

payments are not included in the maximum payment limitations of other USDA 

programs. CRP acres cannot be used for grazing under normal circumstances, 

although they may be approved for grazing in emergency situations, as defined 
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by the USDA. 

(3) 

4 

[(MC i + FC i ) * CRAil} + mint ~ (CRRPi * CRAi ) , 
i"l 

$50,000} 

Where: 

MC i maintenance cost on conservation reserve acres 
($/acre) , 

CRAi - conservation reserve acreage, (acres) and 

CRRP i = conservation reserve rental payment ($/acre). 

No Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Conservation Reserve Program 

Either crop insurance or the conservation reserve program may be used by 

farm operators not participating in government commodity programs. Equation (4) 

describes how net returns can be estimated when both programs are selected. 

Neither the provisions for crop insurance nor the CRP provisions change, if both 

programs are selected. 

(4) 
4 

~ ([[(Pi * Yi ) - VCi - eli - FCi + GV i + 
i=1 

maxI 0, IPi * [(IY i * LC i ) - Yd}] * PAd -
4 

[(MCi + FCi ) * CRAil) + mint ~ (CRRP i * CRAi ) , 
i"l 

$50,000) 

No Commodity Program with Disaster Payments 

Although the stated goal of the Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1980 was to 

replace federal disaster payment programs administered by the Agricultural 

Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS), disaster aid was available for 
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major crops suffering substantial yield losses in 1988 (Lipton and Pollack). 

Under the 1988 disaster aid plan, farms not participating in the government 

program and growing program crops received disaster aid based on the following 

procedures (Williams and Barnaby): 

1) If the produced yield is less than 65% of the average yield (county 
average yield) and greater than 25% of the average yield, the producer 
receives 65% of the loan rate for the yield loss below 65% of the average 
yield (essentially the difference between 65% of average yield and the 
actual produced yield). 

2) If the produced yield is less than 25% of the normal average yield, then 
the producer receives 90% of the loan rate times the difference between 
25% of average yield and the actual production and 65% of the loan rate 
times the additional yield lost (the amount of yield between 65% of average 
yield and 25% of average yield). 

Farm operators having yield losses in excess of 65% of program yield 

(produced yield is less than 35% of program yield) must purchase crop insurance 

for the 1989 crop year. Farm operators are allowed to purchase crop insurance 

at the lowest yield guarantee level and indemnity price election. This results 

in the lowest premium possible. Equations (5.1)-(5.3) describe how these payments 

can be included in estimates of net returns. 

(5.1) If .35 CAYi ~ Yi < .65 CAYi 

where: 

(5.2) If .25 CAY i 

where: 

4 

~ {[(Pi * Yi ) - VCi - FCi + GVil * PAi + 
i=l 

4 

min { ~ (DISPi )'( PAi ) , $100,000) 
i=l 

DISP i = .65 CL i * [.65 CAYi - Ytl 

~ Y i < . 3 5 CAY i 

4 

~ {[ (Pi * Yi ) - VCi - FCi - Cli * (l+r)-l 
1=1 

4 

+ GVil * PAl + mint ~ (DISPi * PAi ) , 100,000} 
i=l 

.65 CLi 'Ie [.65 CAYi - Yd 
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(5.3) If Yi < .25 CAY i 

where: 

(.65 CLi * .40 CAY!) + .90 CLi * [.25 CAYi - Yd 

Where: 

DISP i - disaster payments ($/acre), 

CAY i = county average yield (bu/acre), and 

CLi = basic county loan 

r = discount rate. 

For producers producing nonprogram crops (e.g. soybeans), disaster aid is 

calculated in similar fashion, with the exception that a 5-year olympic average 

price for the crop is used instead of the loan rate. 1 

No Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Disaster Payments 

Producers wi th crop insurance could also receive disaster aid under the 1988 

disaster aid program. However, total disaster aid plus any indemnity payment 

from crop insurance cannot exceed 100% of expected income. For program crops, 

the expected income is the target price multiplied by the program yield. For 

soybeans, a 5-year olympic average price is used. Equation (6) demonstrates 

lFor nonprogram crops, the Secretary of Agriculture may use either state, 
area, or county average yields as reported by the Agricultural Statistical 
Reporting Service. If the farm operator is not participating in the government 
program, then the county loan rate is used instead of the target price. An 
olympic average is the average of the price observations with the highest and 
lowest observation dropped from the calculation. 
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how net returns can be estimated when the farm operator purchases crop insurance 

and receives disaster aid under a program like that of 1988. 

4 4 4 
(6) .~ NRi 

i=l 
~ [{ (Pi * Yi ) - VCi + FCi - Cl i - GVi )] mint ~ (TPi * 
i=l i=l 

4 

CAYi * PAi) ~ [max{ 0, IP i * [(IYt * LC i ) - Yd) 
i=1 

4 

* PAil + min{~ (DISP i * PAt), lOO,OOO}} 
i-1 

If i=4 (soybeans), TPi equals a 5-year olympic average of annual market price. 

Refer to equations (5.1)-(5.3) for the calculation of DISP i . 

COMMODITY PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 

The following six equations are used for estimating net returns when the 

farm operator participates in government commodity programs. Equations for 

estimating net returns for participating in these programs with the purchase of 

crop insurance, participation in the conservation reserve programs, and a 

disaster aid program like that of 1988 are also described. 

Commodity Program Only 

When farm managers decide to participate in the commodity programs, they 

elect to forego potential income (income from set aside acres) in return for 

minimum price protection (the target price) on an established farm average yield 

(program yield). When a farm participates in the government commodity program, 

the farm receives a deficiency payment per bushel of program yield, based on the 

difference between the target price and the market price or the announced loan 

rate. This is in addition to the income received from the sale of the crop that 

is produced. If the market price is above the loan rate, the market price is 
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deducted from the target price to determine the deficiency payment. The 

deficiency payment per bushel is multiplied by the farm's program yield to 

determine the deficiency payment per acre. Commodity program payments are 

limi ted to $50,000 per operator plus the difference between the formula loan rate 

and effective loan rate multiplied by program yield and number of planted acres, 

which is subject to a $200,000 limit. 

The farm operator may elect to participate in two optional programs in 

addi tion to the basic commodity program, if they are available. An optional paid 

land diversion program and a 0/92 option are available for some crops. Optional 

paid land diversion is a voluntary program in which farm operators elect to 

remove an additional amount of their base acreage from production in return for 

a guaranteed payment. The payment is equal to a mandated value per bushel 

multiplied by the program yield, which is then multiplied by the additional 

number of acres diverted under the optional program. Participation in the 

optional paid land diversion may increase or decrease the net return per acre, 

depending on the expectations of market price and yield. This always reduces 

the variability of net returns. 

Feedgrain and wheat producers may also participate in the 0/92 option. 

Under this option, a farm may plant anywhere between 0 and 92% of permitted 

acreage (after set-aside) and receive deficiency payments on 92% of the permitted 

acreage. The deficiency payment on the actual percent of acres that is not 

planted of the 92% is guaranteed at a minimum level that is equal to the USDA 

projected deficiency payment (Smith et a1.). 

The 0/92 option, optional paid land diversion, and the conservation reserve 

program have similar effects. A known minimum payment is guaranteed for not 

producing crops on the land setaside under these programs. The average net 
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return increases or decreases, depending on fixed costs, the level of the minimum 

guaranteed payments, market prices, and yield expectations. The potential net 

return variability is reduced. Equations (7.1) and (7.2) describe the impact 

of the government program on potential net returns. 

4 
(7.1) If ~ PAYi ~ 50,000 then: 

(7.2) If 

Where: 

i=l 

4 4 
~ NRi =~ ([(max( Pi' ELi) * Yi ) - VCi - FCi + GV i ] * 
i=l i=l 

4 
~ PAYi > $50,000 then: 
1=1 

4 
~ ([(max( Pi' ELi) * Yi ) - VCi - FCi + GVi ] * 
i=l 

PAl - [(MC i + FC I - OSGVt ) * (ARPi + CUAi + 
4 

OPD 1)]} + $50,000 + min(~ [FLi - ELi) * PYi i=l 

* PA i ], $200,000) 

i 1, ... ,4 (1 = wheat, 2 = corn, 3 - grain sorghum, and 4 - soybeans), 

NRi net returns, crop i ($), 

Pi market price, crop i ($/bu.), 

ELi effective national average loan rate ($/bu.), 

Yi average yield on planted acreage (bu./acre), 

CPi cost of production ($/acre), 

FC I fixed costs ($/acre), 
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GV i grazing value ($/acre), 

PAt planted acres, crop i, 

BAi base acres, crop i, 

ARP t acreage reduction program acres, 

where: ARP i = ARRi * BAi , 

ARRi = acreage reduction requirement (% of BAi ) , 

CUAt conservation use acreage (0/92 program) (between 0 and 92% of BAi -
ARRi - OPO t ) , 

optional paid diversion (acres), 

maintenance cost for diverted acres ($/acre), 

OSGV t off-season grazing value ($/acre), 

government payments ($), 

where: 

PAt 1 * max { OP i' PRCUAi } + [OPOi * OPORi ]) * PYi 

OPt deficiency payments ($/bu.), 

TP t target price ($/bu.), 

EP i expected national average price ($jbu.) , 

PYi program yield (bu./acre), 

PRCUA i = guaranteed payment rate on conservation use acres (CUA) ($/bu.), and 

FLi formula lO[lIl rate ($/bu.). 
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Commodity Program with Crop Insurance 

Government programs help reduce income variability, but do not provide 

income replacement for yield losses. Equations (8.1) and (8.2) describe how 

net returns can be estimated, while accounting for crop insurance costs and 

returns when the farm operator participates in the government commodity program. 

The same payment limits specified in equations (7.1) and (7.2) are used for 

these equations. 

4 

(8.1) If ~ PAYi ~ 50,000 then: 
1=1 

4 

4 

~ ([(max( Pi' ELi) ~'c Yi ) - VCi - Cl i - FCi + GV i i=l 

(8.2) If E PAY! > $50,000 then: 

Where: 

i=l 

4 4 
~ NRi =~ {[ (max( Pi' ELi I -1: Yl ) - VCi - Cl i - FCl + GVi 
i=1 i=l 

[(MCl + FC i - OSGVi ) * (ARPi + CVAl + OPOi )]) 
4 

+ $50,000 + min ( ~ [(FLi - ELi) * PYl * PAi ] , 
1=1 

$200,000) 

Cl i crop insurance premium ($/acre), 

commodity 
available: 

indemnity price election 
low, medium, high), 

($/bu. ) (3 price elections 

IYl insurance yield (bu. /acre) (10 year average yield based on actual 
production history for insurance unit), 
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LCi level of coverage (3 levels available); 

1) 75% of IY i 
2) 65% of IY i 
3) 50% of IYi , and 

PRi = premium rate (supplied by FCIC). 

Commodity Program with Conservation Reserve Program 

The government commodity program including optional programs can be used 

in conjunction with the conservation reserve program. The relationships that 

affect net returns are described by equations (9.1) and (9.2). 

(9.1) 

(9.2) 

Where: 

4 

If ~ PAY i ~ $50,000 then: 
i=l 

4 

4 

~ ([(max( Pi,ELi ) * Yi ) - VC I - FC i + GVd * 
1=1 

* PAi - [(MCI + FC i - OSGVi ) * (ARPi + CUAi + 
4 

OPD i + CRAi ) J + PAY i } + mint ~ (CRRP I * CRAi ) , 
1=1 

$50,OOO) 

If ~ PAY i > 50,000 then: 
i=l 

4 

~ NRi 
i=l 

4 

~ I [(maxI Pi' ELI) * Yl ) - VCi - FC i + GVll 
i"l 

* PAl - [(MCi + FC i - OSGVi ) * (ARPi + CUAi + 
4 

OPD i + CRA i ) l} + $50,000 + mint ~ (CRRP I * 
1=1 

4 

CRA i ) , $50,000} + min{~ [(FLi - ELi) * PYi * 
i=l 

PAi 1, $200,000} 

conservation reserve acreage and 

conservntion reserve rental payment ($/acre). 
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Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Conservation Reserve Program 

Crop insurance can be purchased by producers participating in the 

government commodity program and the conservation reserve program. Equations 

(10.1) and (10.2) describe how to estimate net returns when the farm participates 

in all of the programs. 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

4 
If ~ PAY! S $50,000 then: 

i=l 

4 

4 

~ {[(maxI Pi' ELi) * Yi ) - VC l - Cl i - FC i + 
i=l 

- [(MC i + FC! - OSGV!) * (ARPi + CUA i + OPD! + 
4 

CRAi )] + PAYi } + mint ~ (CRRPi * CRA!) , 
i=l 

$50,000} 

If ~ PAY! > $50,000 then: 
1=1 

4 

~ {[(max( Pi' ELi) * Yi ) - VCi - Cl i - FC! + 
1=1 

4 

-/- $50,000 + min {~ (CRRP i ~'( CRAi ) , $SO,OOO} + 
i=l 

4 

mint ~ [(FLi - ELi) * PY i * PAi 1, $200,000} 
i=l 
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Commodity Program with Disaster Payments: 

Although disaster aid cannot be considered as part of an annual risk 

management plan, farmers who participated in government commodity programs were 

also eligible to receive disaster aid for their 1988 crops. The disaster aid 

program is described on pages 6-8 for those farm operators not participating in 

the commodity programs. The following procedures are used to estimate the 

deficiency and disaster aid payments for a program crop when the farm operator 

participates in the commodity program. Equations (11.1), (11.2), and (11.3) 

describe the estimation procedures when government commodity payments are less 

than $50,000 per operation. 

A farm must have actual production of less than 65% of the farm program 

yield to qualify for disaster aid. There is one exception, however, under the 

1988 disaster aid program. The advance sign-up deficiency payment (ADP i ) is 

guaranteed, although it is not under the normal commodity program. Equations 

(1l. 1 . A) and (1l. l, C) descri be how the payments are estimated, as long as 

harvested yield is greater than 65% of program yield (PY i ). There is no disaster 

aid if the actual produced yield is greater than program yield, with the 

exception that the minimum deficiency payment is guaranteed at the advanced 

deficiency payment rate (l1.l,A) or if the deficiency payment is greater than 

the advanced deficiency payment and actual produced yield is greater than 65% 

ot program yield (11.1,B). If harvested yield is less than program yield and 

greater than or equal to 65% of program yield and the actual deficiency payment 

is less than the advance deficiency payment, disaster aid is calculated as 

described by equation (ll.l,C). Payments are equal to the difference between 

prop,ram yie lei and harves ted yield multiplied by the difference between the 

adv~lI1ced de fic iPllCY p<lyment rate and the actual deficiency payment rate. 
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If the farm produces a yield less than 65% of program yield and greater than 

35% of program, the payments are as follows: 

1) If the actual deficiency payment is less than the advance sign-up 
deficiency payment, the difference between 65% of program yield and 
harvested yield is reimbursed at 65% of target price less the advance sign
up guarantee plus 35% of program yield (the difference between program 
yield and 65% of program yield) multiplied by the advance sign-up 
deficiency payment. 

2) If the actual deficiency payment is greater than the advance sign-up 
deficiency payment, total payments are equal to the difference between 
harvested yield and 65% of program yield reimbursed at 65% of the target 
price less the advance sign-up payment. In addition, 35% of program yield 
plus harvested yield is multiplied by the actual deficiency payment rate. 

The difference from the previous estimate is that the 35% of program yield 

is reimbursed at the actual deficiency payment rate rather than at the advance 

sign-up rate (which is guaranteed, if the actual payment is less). Equation 

(ll.l,D) describes these procedures. Disaster aid is subject to a $100,000 

payment limitation, which is net of the actual deficiency payment. 

(11.1) If 

where: 

4 

L: 
i=l 

4 4 
L: NRi =L: ([ (max (Pi' ELi) * Yi ) - VCi - FC i + GVd * PAi 
i=l i=l 

4 

PAY i } + min(L: [(DISPi * Pi)' $100,000) 
i~l 

DISP i 0.0 
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Where: 

ADP i = advanced deficiency payment ($/bu.). 

If disaster payments were received when harvested yield in 1988 was less 

tltiln 35% of program yield, the purchase of crop insurance was required for the 

1989 crop year. Equation (11.2) describes how government payments along with 

the required purchase of crop insurance affect net returns. 

(11.2) If 

where: 

4 

L PAY i 
i=l 

~ $50,000 and if .25 PY i ~ Yi < .35 PY i : 

4 4 
)::: NRi =l: {[(max {po EL.} * y.) - VC· - FC· - CI. * (l+r)-l i = 1 1 , . 1 1. 1 1 1 i ~ 1 

4 

+ OPD i 1 + PAY i ) + mint L [(DISPt * PAi ) , $100, OOO) 
i=l 

PAYi { [DP i ," PAd + [.92 * (BAt - ARPi - OPDi ) - PAd 
~'c max {DPi , PRCUAi} + [OPD i ~'c OPDRtl} * PYi 

DISI\ (DP i ,,< Yi ) + (.65 TP i - ADP i ) * (.65 PY i - Yi ) + 
(milx (DPi , ADP i ) ,,< .35 PY i ) - (DPt * PY i ) 
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If harvested yield is less than 25% of program yield, an additional payment 

component needs to be estimated: 

1) If the actual. deficiency payment is less than the advance sign-up, 
deficiency payment harvested yield between 25 and 65% of program yield is 
reimbursed at 65% of the target price less the advance sign-up deficiency 
payment. The difference between harvested yield and 25% of program yield 
is reimbursed at 90% of the target price less the advance sign-up 
deficiency payment. In addition, 35% of program yield (the difference 
between program yield and 65% of program yield) is reimbursed at the 
advance sign-up payment. Harvested yield is multiplied by the actual 
deficiency payment. 

2) If the actual deficiency payment is greater than the advance sign-up 
deficiency payment, payments are the same as in 1), with the exception that 
35% of program yield is multiplied by the actual deficiency payment rather 
than by the advance sign-up payment. 

Again, the amount of disaster aid that is subject to the $100,000 disaster 

payment limit is net of the actual deficiency payment. Equation (11.3) describes 

how net returns can be estimated under these conditions. 

4 

(11.3) If ~ PAYi S $50,000 and if Yi S .25 PYi : 
i=1 

where: 

4 4 
~ NRi =~ ([ (max (Pi' ELi) YJ - ve i - Fe! - eli (1+r)_1 
i=1 i=1 

4 

+ OPDd + PAYi ) + minI ~ [(DISPi * PA i ) , $100,000) 
i=1 

PAY i ([DPi * PAd + [.92 )'c (BAi - ARP i - OPD i ) - PAil 
* max (DP i , PReUAi) + [OPDi * OPDRi ]) * PYi 

DISPi = (DPi * Yi ) + «.65 TPi - ADPi ) * .40 PYi) + 
(.90 TP i - ADPi ) * (.25 PYi - Yi ) + 
(max (DPi • ADPi ) * .35 PYi ) - (DPi)'c PYi) 
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Government commodity program payments are limited to $50,000 per operator 

plus a $200,000 limit on the difference between the formula loan rate and 

effective loan rate multiplied by program yield and planted acres. The following 

sect ion describes how the payments and net returns are estimated, if the 

government commodity program payments exceed $50,000. 

4 

(11.L~), (11.5), (11.6) If 2: PAYi > $50,000 then PAYi = is replaced in equations 
i=l 

(11.1), (11.2), and (11.3) by: 
4 

$50,000 + min ( 2: [FLi - ELi) * PYi * (BAi - ARPi - CUAi i=l 

- OPD i )], $200,000) 

Commodity Program with Crop Insurance and Disaster Payments 

The following equations describe how net returns may be estimated, when the 

farm operator participates in the commodity program, purchases crop insurance, 

and receives disaster payments under a disaster aid program similar to that of 

1988. Fewer equations describe these estimates because the farm operator is 

a]reildy purchasing crop insurance for the present year. Total disaster aid per 

[Jere plus any indemnity payment from crop insurance cannot exceed target price 

multiplied by program yield. For soybeans, a 5-year olympic average price is 

used. 

4 

(12.1) If 2: PAY i :S $50,000 then: 
i=1 

4 

~ 1[(maxIP i , ELi) .,,, Yi ) - VCi - FC l + GVd * PAi 
1=1 

4 

PAY i -/- III i n I 2: ( T Pi .,'( PY i * PAl)' max ( 0, ( I Pi -
i=l 

4 
IC i ) ~'r; [(IY i ,'r; LC i ) - Yd}] * PAi + mint 2: (DISP i 

1=1 

* PA i ), $lOO,OOO}) 
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where: 

PAYi ([DPi * PAd + [.92 * (BA l - ARP i - OPDi ) - PAd 
* max (DPi , PRCUAi) + [OPDi * OPDRi ]) * PYi 

DrSPi = 0.0 

DrSPi = (DP i * Yi ) + «.65 TPi - ADPi ) * .40 PYi) 
+ (.90 TPi - ADPi ) * (.25 PYi - Yi ) + 
(max (DPi , ADP i ) * .35 PYi) - (DPi ~'r PYi) 

(DP i * Yi ) + «.65 TPi - ADP i ) ~': .40 PYi 
+ (.90 TPi - ADPi ) * (.25 PYi - Yi ) + 
(max{ DPi , ADPi ) * .35 PYi) - (DPi * PYi) 

The following equation describes how the payments and net returns are estimated, 

if the government commodity program payments exceed $50,000: 

4 

(12.2) If 2: PAYi > $50,000 then PAYi is replaced in equation (12.1) by: 
i=l 

4 

$50,000 + min 2: [(FLi - ELi) * PYi * (BAi - ARPi - CUAi - OPDi)]' 
i=l 

$200,000) . 
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Combinations that involve participation in the CRP are also possible. These 

CAn be calculated by adding the payments from the CRP to the relevant equation 

and reducing the planted acres and adding maintenance costs as described in 

equation (9.1). 

SUMMARY 

The equations developed and described in this report are to facilitate 

rC'search, extension, and classroom education programs that require the use of 

net return estimates for alternative government program scenarios. 

Equations (1) - (6) describe net returns when the farm enterprises under 

consideration are not enrolled in the government commodity program. Equations 

(7) - (12) characterize net returns when one or more of the farm enterprises is 

enrolled in the government commodity program. Although commodity programs, crop 

insurance, and conservation reserve programs exist each year, disaster aid 

pro[',rams are only intermittently available. Equations (5), (6), (11), and (12) 

incl ude adj us tments for a disaster aid program such as the one available in 1988. 

Althou[',h 80vernment programs that supplement farm incomes are intermittently 

revised, this report can serve as a framework for comparison of future programs 

<1 S \-Je 11 . 
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Table 1. 1988 Government Commodity Program Provisions 

Government 
Program 
Provision 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Crop - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grain 

Wheat Corn Sorghum Soybeans 

Acreage 
Reduction 
Requirement 

(ARR) 

Optional 
Paid 
Diversion 

(OPD) 

0/92 Option 
(CVA) 

Target 
Price 

(TP) 

Effective 
Loan Rate 

(EL) 

Payment Rate 
Conservation 
Use Acres 

(PRCVA) 

Optional Paid 
Diversion Rate 

27.5% 

none 

yes 

$4.23/bu. 

$2.2l/bu. 

$1. 53/bu. 

(OPDR) nla 

Formula 
Loan Rate 

(FL) $2.76/bu. 

Advance 
Deficiency 
Payment 

(ADP) $O.612/bu. 

20.0% 

10.0% 

yes 

$2.93/bu. 

$1. 77 Ibu. 

$l.lO/bu. 

$1.75/bu. 

$2.21/bu. 

$0. 4L~/bu. 

nla - not applicable to this crop. 

20.0% nla 

10.0% nla 

yes nla 

$2.78/bu . nla 

$1. 68/bu. $4.77 Ibu. 

$1.08/bu . nla 

$1. 65/bu. nla 

$2.l0/bu. nla 

$0. !+32/bu. nla 

------------
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Table 2. 1989 Government Commodity Program Provisions. 

Government 
Program 
Provision 

Acrcar;e 
Reduction 
R(>qu i rement 

(ARR) 

Optiollal 
Paid 
Diversion 

(OPD) 

0/92 Option 
(CUA) 

1'<11·ge t 
{'ricp 

(TP) 

Effective 
LO;l1l Ra te 

( I':L) 

Payment Rate 
Conservation 
Use Acres 

(l'RCUA) 

Optional Paid 
D i Vl' 1: s i () 11 !{a t p 

(OPDR) 

Forlllu] ,I 
Loall Rate 

( F1.) 

AdvZlllce 
Dc>ficiC'tlcy 
I'ilynwnt 

(AD 1') 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Crop - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grain 

Wheat Corn Sorghum Soybeans 

.. _---_._--

10% 10% 

n/a n/a 

yes yes 

$LI.10/bu. $2.84/bu. 

$2.0G/hu. $l. 65/bu. 

$1.25/1>\1. $2.225/bu. 

Il/ i1 n/a 

$2.57/bu. $2.06/bu. 

$.20/bu. $.356/bu. 

10% 

n/a 

no 

$2.70/bu. 

$l. 57 /bu. 

$2.25/bu. 

n/a 

$l. 96/bu. 

$.36/bu. 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

To be 
announced 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 
.............. - .. _----_.- •. _----------------

n/il . not app l i.cab] C' to this crop. 
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